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Alice Kaplan, Looking for The
Stranger
Kaplan begins her splendid history of The Stranger in 1939, when Camus was
a 25-year-old journalist living in his native Algeria, already marked by TB and
a finely tuned sense of the absurd. Kaplan traces Camus’ writing process, and
the novel’s reception over the decades after its publication in 1942. (“Three
years to create a book,” Camus wrote upon publication. “Five lines to ridicule
it.”) Since then, critics have interpreted The Stranger as “a colonial allegory,
an existential prayer book, an indictment of conventional morality, a study in
alienation, or a ‘Hemingway rewrite of Kafka,’” Kaplan writes. She completes
her exploration of Camus’ “gripping and puzzling” classic in Oran, where
Camus witnessed two men brawling on a beach, inspiring the “mythical
scene” that resonates to this day. (Credit: University of Chicago Press)
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Margaret Atwood, Hag-Seed
Atwood sets her ingenious take on The Tempest in a prison, exploiting
Shakespeare’s play within a play to delicious effect. While grieving over the
death of his three-year-old daughter Miranda, Felix is toppled as artistic
director of Canada’s Makeshiweg Festival by his right-hand man Tony and his
politician buddy Sal. Fast forward 12 years. Felix lives in a remote shanty, with
the spectre of Miranda nearby, and teaches theatre under a pseudonym at the
Fletcher County Correctional Institute. Atwood gives us a colourful group of
inmates, including a gifted hacker, in his jailhouse version of Shakespeare’s
play. As Felix’s nemesis Tony, Sal, and a cohort of high-level government
ministers come to evaluate the prison program, Atwood slyly offers Felix the
perfect revenge. (Credit: Hogarth)
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Caroline Leavitt, Cruel Beautiful
World
At age 16 Lucy is a lonely orphan living with older sister Charlotte and
devoted aunt Iris in Waltham, Massachusetts. She becomes infatuated with
her 30-year-old teacher, William, who praises her talent as a writer and
painter. On the last day of school, she runs away with William, and settles in a
hillside shack in rural Pennsylvania, near his new teaching job. As the outside
world filters in (the Manson murders in 1969, the shooting of student
protestors in Ohio in 1970), Lucy feels increasingly isolated. But William won’t
allow her any outlet. Leavitt draws upon a real-life crime that involved a girl
she knew in high school. She tells her story from multiple viewpoints, building
suspense and empathy for Lucy and Charlotte as tragedy engulfs them.
(Credit: Algonquin Books)
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Steven Price, By Gaslight
Price, an award-winning Canadian poet, pulls off an extraordinary feat of
Dickensian storytelling in his weighty second novel. His hero is William
Pinkerton, son of the founder of the legendary detective agency, who finds
clues in his late father’s safe to the case of William Shade. This mythic thief
had bedeviled his father. William tracks a Shade accomplice, Charlotte
Reckitt, to London, only to find she’s been found dead in the Thames. Also on
the scene is Adam Foole, who is obsessed with Charlotte, who he met while
stealing De Beers diamonds from a South African mine. Price ably
orchestrates dozens of interlinking plotlines as he spans three continents and
several decades, from American Civil War battlefields to Scotland Yard at the
end of the 19th Century. (Credit: Farrar, Straus and Giroux)
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Tim Harford, Messy
The temptation to be neat and tidy may be powerful, but “we would be better
served by embracing a degree of mess,” Harford argues. His defense of the
creative potential of the imperfect, incoherent, crude, cluttered, random,
ambiguous, vague, difficult, diverse and even dirty is refreshing. Jazz pianist
Keith Jarrett, performing at the Cologne Opera House, declared the piano
“unplayable.” He ultimately went against his instinct to have the perfect
instrument. “Handed a mess, [he] embraced it, and soared,” Harford writes.
Meticulous preparation was the norm for Martin Luther King, Jr, but the ringing
conclusion of his “I have a dream” speech was improvised. Reaching into the
arts, politics, business, science and technology, Harford makes a compelling
case for opening up to disorder and serendipity. (Credit: Riverhead)
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David Hajdu, Love for Sale
Hajdu describes himself as “a jazz fan who grew up on rock and roll”. Pop
music, he notes, reaches millions of people and works for each person in an
intimate way. Hajdu’s idiosyncratic history of pop music in the US begins with
sheet music of the late 19th Century, the moment when the mass audience for
American popular culture took form, and moves through the rise of records,
the Cotton Club, Tin Pan Alley, the Dylan-Beatles influence, Broadway theatre
music, punk versus disco, hip-hop and digitisation, including a riff on how
Auto-Tune has come to dominate contemporary pop. His coda on the
generational propriety of his son Nate’s playlist is priceless. (Credit: Farrar,
Straus and Giroux)



Ge Fei, The Invisibility Cloak
Beijing-based Ge Fei (pen name for Liu Yong) won the 2015 Mao Dun
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Rabih Alameddine, The Angel of
History
The Angel of History is structured around a Yemeni-born poet’s tortured night
in a San Francisco psychiatric clinic. Jacob tells the intake counselor he is
having hallucinations, and that he is in conversation with Satan and with a
redheaded lover who died from an Aids-related illness nearly 20 years ago.
On the same day, drone strikes in Yemen come close to his mother’s village of
Mahfad. This set-up allows Alameddine to shift his way through various
narrative forms and locations, the past and the present. Jacob muses on
Walter Benjamin, and recalls life with his mother in whorehouses in Sana’a
and Cairo, and the father he visited in Lebanon. Jacob’s interior monologue
spills over with poetry, grief, and a survivor’s guilt. (Credit: Grove Atlantic)
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